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THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC AS AN OBSTRUCTION

TO COMPACT LIE GROUP ACTIONS

VOLKER HAUSCHILD

Abstract.  Actions  of compact  Lie  groups  on  spaces   X  with   H*(X,Q) s

Q[-Y[.x„]/ta- Q e h) a definite quadratic form, degx, = 2, are considered. It is

shown that the existence of an effective action of a compact Lie group G on such an

X implies x(X) = 0(\WG\), where x(X) is the Euler characteristic of X and \WG\

means the order of the Weyl group of G. Moreover the diverse symmetry degrees of

such spaces are estimated in terms of simple cohomological data. As an application

it is shown that the symmetry degree N,{G/T) is equal to dimG if G is a compact

connected Lie group and T c G its maximal torus. Effective actions of compact

connected Lie groups K on G/T with dim K = dimG are completely classified.

In the following let G be a compact connected Lie group; we consider G-actions

on spaces X under the following general assumptions

(i) X is a pàracompact Hausdorff space of finite rational cohomology dimension

or is compact,

(ii) G acts on X continuously with finitely many orbit types.

These are the usual assumptions made in the cohomology theory of compact

transformation groups. If we use Alexander-Spanier-Cech cohomology with compact

supports, these conditions guarantee the existence of a localization isomorphism, see

[2, 12]. The coefficient field k of the cohomology is always Q or another field of

characteristic 0. We shall omit this in the notations and write simply H*(X; k) =

H*(X). In this paper we are mainly concerned with actions of G on spaces X which

satisfy the following cohomological property

The cohomology ring H*(X) is generated as a Q-algebra by

finitely many elements of degree two, i.e., H*(X) s P/I0, P =

Q[Xf,...,x„], degx, = 2, and the defining ideal /0 contains a

definite quadratic form Q.

Here Q is considered as a quadratic form on the vector space Q". In the following

such spaces will be called spaces of ¿7-type. Examples are the homogeneous spaces

G/T, G a compact semisimple Lie group, T c G a maximal torus. This follows from

the classical result of Borel [1, Theorem 20.3];

H*(G/T) = H*(BT)/I0,
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where /0 is the ideal generated by the invariants of the natural action of the Weyl

group WG on the augmentation ideal H*(BT). If we denote by LG the real Lie

algebra of G, by LT, respectively, the real Lie algebra of T, then by the compactness

of G the Killing form k: LG X LG —> R gives rise to a (negatively) definite

quadratic form on LG. The restriction of k to LT gives a definite quadratic form Q

on LT which is invariant under the Weyl group. Moreover, Q is defined over Q, i.e.,

has rational coefficients. So Q gives a definite quadratic form in the ideal 70 which

will also be called Q. In this way we can consider spaces of <?-type as generalizations

of homogeneous spaces G/T. It comes out that spaces of g-type have a very nice

behavior under compact Lie group actions. Before we begin with the enumeration of

our results concerning actions on spaces of <7-type, we introduce some notations and

conventions. In [12] W. Y. Hsiang defines the topological symmetry degree Nt(X) of

a space X as

N,(X) = max {dimG; G compact Lie, G acts effectively on X).

Moreover,   he  defines  the  semisimple symmetry  degree   Nfi(X)  as   Nfs(X) =

max {dimG; G compact semisimple, G acts effectively onX) and the torus symme-

try degree Tt( X) as

Tr( X) = max{rkG; G a torus, G acts effectively on I}.

Our main goal in this paper is to give some very sharp estimations for all these

numbers in the case that A1 is a space of <7-type. Let k denote a field. If A is a local

A:-algebra, we denote by edim A the embedding dimension of A. By definition we

have edim A = dimA mA/m\, where mA is the maximal ideal of A. In the case that

A is a positively graded local ^-algebra, mA is the augmentation ideal A + of A. The

embedding dimension can also be interpreted as the minimal number of generators

of A as a Â:-algebra, i.e., if n = edim A, then n is the lowest integral number such

that A can be written as A = k[xx,..., xn]/I, I c (xu ..., xn) a defining ideal. If

A is positively graded, the x, can be chosen as homogeneous generators such that I

is generated by homogeneous polynomials with respect to the grading on the

polynomial ring. So, for example, edim H*(G/T) is equal to rkG.

Theorem 1. Let X be a closed connected compact oriented manifold of q-type. Then

we have the inequality T,( X) < edim H*( X).

Thus it follows that the highest rank r of a torus S which acts effectively on a

homogeneous space G/T is equal to r = rk G.

The existence of a definite quadratic form in the defining ideal of H*(X) can also

be used to get more information on the cohomology of the fixed space Xa of a torus

action. Our first result in this direction is

Theorem 2. Let X be a space of q-type. If a torus G acts on X with fixed space Xe'

such that H*( X, XG) + 0, then for every connected component F of Xa we have the

inequality

edim//*(F) < edim/f*(X).

The application of Theorem 2 to a special case gives a new result in P. A. Smith

theory.
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Theorem 3. Let X be a space of q-type with edim H *( X) = 2. If a torus G acts on

X with fixed space Xe such that H*(X, Xa) * 0, then

Xa - QS2 + ••• + 52 + isolated points.

Moreover, if d is the number of 2-spheres in the above decomposition and r denotes the

number of isolated points, we have x(X) = 2d + r, where x(^0 's the Euler

characteristic of X.

Here the symbol " ~ Q" means rational homotopy equivalence. In the case

X - g K/T, K a compact Lie group with rk K = 2, T c K a maximal torus, we

obtain the following list of possible fixed space cohomologies of torus actions on X.

SU (2) XSU(2)

T<

2S2

2p + S2

Ap

SU(3)

T2

352

2p + 252

4p + 52

op

Spin(5)

452

2p + 352

4p + 252

6p + 52

8p

G2/T

652

2p + 552

4p + 452

6p + 352

8p + 252

10p + 52

12p

It follows from a general existence principle in [9] that all these cases do indeed

occur as fixed spaces of circle actions on finite CW-complexes with the Q-cohomol-

ogy of the above K/T. We mention that the fixed spaces in the first row of the table

are realized by linear 51-actions. The same is true for the fixed spaces consisting only

of isolated points. The other possibilities occur only for nonlinear actions. It should

be remarked that the second column has already been given in [11].

We now come to the results concerning actions of semisimple and arbitrary

compact groups on spaces of <7-type. An action of a compact Lie group G on a space

X is called cohomologically effective (c-effective) if H*(X, Xs) # 0 for every

subtorus 5 c G of positive dimension. If X is a closed connected compact oriented

manifold of ¿¡f-type, then it is easy to see that an effective action is always c-effective.

The following theorem is perhaps the most striking result of this paper and gave the

title of the work.

Theorem 4. Let X be a space of q-type, and let G be a semisimple compact

connected Lie group which acts c-effectively on X. Then the Euler characteristic x(%)

of X is divided by the order | WG\ of the Weyl group of G.

A short glance at the possible orders of Weyl groups teaches us that Theorem 4

gives strong restrictions for the possible semisimple Lie groups G which can act on a

given manifold of ¿/-type. If, for example, x(-^) = 2m, m # 0(2) and m # 0(3),

then the only semisimple Lie groups which can act on X are SO(3) and Spin(3). See
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Theorem 6.2 and also the example of a Spin(3)-action in §6. A simple corollary of

Theorem 4 is the following observation, which is difficult to find in the literature

although it is surely known:

Observation. If H is a closed connected semisimple subgroup of a compact

semisimple Lie group G, then \WG\ = í ■ \WH\ for some positive integer s.

But we can show even more than Theorem 4. Denote by 2cx - 1, 2c2 - 1_, 2cr

— 1 the degrees of the different rational homotopy groups of G. In rational

homotopy theory a space X is called an F-space if the pseudo-dual rational

homotopy ir*(X) and H*(X;Q) are finite-dimensional vector spaces. If X is

1-connected this is equivalent to dimQ7r+(A') ® ZQ < oo and dimQH*( X; Q) < oo.

Denote by 2bx — 1, 2b2 — l,...,2b„ — 1 the degrees of the odd dimensional ra-

tional homotopy groups of X. It follows from a theorem of Halperin [6] that the

cohomology ring of a 1-connected F-space which is also of q-type is always a

complete intersection.

Theorem 5. Let X be a 1-connected q-space which is also an F-space. Assume that

X is a locally finite CW-complex. Let G be a compact connected Lie group which acts

c-effectively on X in such a way that the space Xc = EG X CX has the homotopy type of

a CW-complex. Then the pair of sequences B = (bx,...,bn) and A = (c,,...,cr)

satisfies the arithmetic condition (A.C.) of [5].

As a corollary of Theorem 5 we obtain the following divisibility condition for

Poincaré polynomials.

Theorem 6. Let X be a 1-connected q-space which is also an F-space and assume

that X is a locally finite CW-complex. Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie

group which acts c-effectively on X in such a way that Xc has the homotopy type of a

CW-complex. If T c G is a maximal torus, then the Poincarë-polynomial P(G/T; t)

of G/T divides the Poincaré polynomial P(X;t) of X such that the quotient

P( X; t)/P(G/T; t) is a polynomial with nonnegative integral coefficients.

It is clear that Theorem 4 can be recovered from Theorem 6 in this case. A further

result is an upper bound for the semisimple symmetry degree:

Theorem 7. Let X be a space of q-type. If a compact connected semisimple Lie

group G acts c-effectively on X then

dimG < cdQ*+ QdimH*(X).

Here cd Q X is the Q-cohomology dimension of X. Thus we obtain

Theorem 8. // X is a compact connected closed oriented manifold of q-type, then

Nf"(X) < dim X + edim #*(*).

Then we give the following application to homogeneous spaces

Theorem 9. Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group, T c G a maximal

torus. Let X = G/T. Then N,(X) = Ntss(X) = dimG. Moreover, if a compact con-

nected Lie group K with dim AT = dimG acts effectively on X, then K is locally

isomorphic to G and K acts on X by left translations up to conjugation.
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In the last section we give a much stronger estimation of Nfs(X) in terms of a

number theoretical function $: N -> N which is given as follows:

$ ( n ) = max {dim G ; G compact semisimple, | WG \/n }.

Theorem 10. If X is a compact connected closed oriented manifold of q-type, then

N,»(X) < *(x(*)).

Obviously, this is almost a direct consequence of Theorem 4. The work is finished

with a construction of Spin(3)-actions on finite CW-complexes of g-type showing

that the upper bound Ntss(X) < 3 for a closed compact connected oriented manifold

X of <7-type with x(^Q ^ 0(A) and x(^) ^ 0(6) is at least sharp in the category of

finite CW-complexes with cellular G-action.

1. Localization and other preliminary facts. The main goal of this section is to

collect some more or less well-known facts from the cohomology theory of compact

transformation groups which are necessary for the subsequent considerations. We

begin with some commutative algebra. To fix notations, let t be a field of

char/: = 0. Denote by k[xv....xj the graded commutative polynomial algebra in

the indeterminants x,,..., x„ of positive degree. Note degx, = 0(2), i = 1,..., n. If

B is a positively graded local ^-algebra, let /3+c B denote the augmentation ideal.

Theorem 1.1. Let R = k[tf.tr], P = k[xv..., x„], and I0cP+ the ideal

generated by the homogeneous elements /,,...,/„,. Set A0 = P/I0 and assume

dimkA0 < oo. If A is a homogeneous R-algebra, free as an R-module, such that

A ®R k = A0 in the graded sense, then A = PR/I, where PR = R ®k P and I C PR is

an ideal generated by homogeneous elements of the form 1 <8> f — r, j = 1,..., m,

where the r¡ are elements of R + PR. In particular, A is a finitely generated R-module of

rk RA = dimAA0.

Proof. From A ®R k = A0 it follows that rk„ A = dimkAQ, i.e., A is finitely

generated.

Let p: A —> A0 denote the canonical projection, let Xv..., Xn G A be homoge-

neous elements with p( X:) = x,, where x, is the remainder of x, mod I0. Then A0 is

generated as a ^-vector space by 1 and some polynomials Pj(xx,..., x„), j =

1,...,N - 1, N = dimkA0.

Thus it follows from the lemma of Nakayama that A as a .R-module is generated

by 1 and the polynomials Pj(Xx,..., Xn), j === 1,...,N — 1. We write PR =

R[ Xf,..., Xn], Xl■ = 1 ® x¡. Then the homomorphism PR -> A, X,■ -* x, is surjec-

tive, i.e., we can write A = PR/I, where I is a certain ideal. Let Fj = 1 ® f} e PR

and denote by F. its image in A, then p(Fj) = 0 g A0. This shows Fj e R+A. Let

ry- g R + Pr. j — l,...,m, be homogeneous elements such that F¡ — r¡ = 0 in A.

Then Fj — rj G /, j = 1,..., m. Let /' c I be the ideal generated by the Fj - r¡, let

<p: PR/I' -* Pr/I denote the obvious quotient map, and let K = kerrp. Then, by the

freeness of A, the exact sequence 0 -> K -> PR/I' -* PR/I -» 0 induces an exact

sequence of /:-vector spaces after tensoring with k over R. In particular, the induced

homomorphism <p: (PR/I') ®Rk^>AQ becomes an isomorphism. In other words, we
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have K=K®Rk = 0. Because A" is a graded module over a positive graded

polynomial ring, this implies K = 0. So, <p is an isomorphism, i.e., 1 = 1'.

Now let X be a topological space, and let G be a compact Lie group which acts

on X. We then consider the fibration X -* Ec X CX -» BG introduced by Borel. We

put XG = Ec XCX and H£(X) = H*(XG). Here we use Alexander-Spanier-Cech

cohomology with compact supports. The coefficient field k shall be omitted in the

notations. We denote the projection in the above fiber bundle by it. If RG = H*(BG),

the ring H^(X) is a Ä6-algebra via ir* and the cup product. Obviously, the above

construction is functorial with respect to equivariant maps. The functor obtained in

this way is called the ordinary equivariant cohomology with coefficients in k.

Let X be a space such that H*( X) is generated by finitely many elements of even

degree, i.e., H*(X) = k[xlt..., x„]/I0, degx, = 0(2), /„ = (/,,...,/„,), where the

fj are homogeneous polynomials such that dim¿ H*(X) < oo. If G acts on X, the

Serre spectral sequence associated with the Borel fibering degenerates at the 2-term.

This implies H*(X) is a free Äg-module. Let R + = RG +c RG. The homomorphism

/"*: Hg(X) -» H*(X) induced by the inclusion of the fiber X -* XG is then given

by the projection map

H*(X) -» H*(X)/R + H*(X) = H*(X).

(See e.g. [1, Theorem 14.2].) Naturally, we have H*(X)/R+H*(X) = Hg(X) ®R<yk.

Therefore, by Theorem 1.1, we get

H*(X) = RG[Xf,...,Xn]/I,

where the defining ideal / is generated by elements of the kind Fj — r¿, r¡ g R+Pg,

FT = 1 ® f., j' = 1,..., m, where we have written PG = RG[ Xx,..., Xn], The poly-

nomials r depend on the geometric behavior of the G-action. Thus we have to

investigate what kind of polynomials r can actually occur from a G-action. A partial

answer to this question is furnished by the localization theorem in ordinary equi-

variant cohomology theory. Let 5 c RG be a multiplicatively closed subset and

denote by Xs c X the closed G-invariant subspace defined as follows: For every

v g X we define an ideal Ix in RG as the kernel Ix = kerp*: RG -* RG of the

natural restriction map induced by the inclusion Gx c G of the isotropy subgroup.

Then we put

Xs = { y G X; /,, n 5 = 0 }.

Theorem 1.2 (Localization theorem [12]). Let X be a compact or paracompact

Hausdorff space of finite k-cohomology dimension. Let the compact Lie group G act on

X with finitely many orbit types. If S c RG is a multiplicatively closed subset, then the

inclusion Xs c X induces an isomorphism of graded S~xRg-algebras S'XH^(X) =

SXH*(XS).

As an example, we consider the special case 5 = RG — {0}. Then Xs is the subset

of all points y G X with Iy = 0, i.e., where p* is injective. But p*: RG —> RG is

injective iff Gv c G contains a maximal torus 7T, of G. So we have Xs = A^1 where
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X(T) c X   is   the   subset   X(T) = {y g X; rk Gv, = rk G}.   Obviously,    A(r> =

U  e G A'?rg , where F is a fixed maximal torus of G. So, we obtain

S~XH*(X) = S-xHg(X(T)).

In the case that G is a torus, the set X(T) is equal to the fixed space Xa. We then

obtain

S-lH*(X) = S-xRG ®kH*(Xe),

as follows from the fact that H*(Xe) = RG ®kH*(XG).

Theorem 1.3 (Special case of Theorem IV.l in [12]). Let X be a space obeying

the hypotheses of the localization theorem. Furthermore assume H*(X) to be generated

as   a   graded  k-algebra  by finitely  many  elements  of even   degree.   Let  PG =

RG[Xf.X„] and H*(X) = PG/I. IfS = RG- {0}, we write J = S'XI as an ideal
inS-lPG.

(i) If J = n,eA^, is the reduced primary decomposition of J, then there is a natural

bifection between the set {^},-e a and the set tt0Xg of connected components of the

fixed set such that for the component Fi we have

S-xRG®kH*(Ff) = S-xPG/J¡.

Moreover, the localization isomorphism is given by the canonical map

s-1pc/J^ Us'xpg/j,.

(ii) The set Ass J of the associated prime ideals of J is given by a family {m ¿} (- e A of

maximal ideals m, = (Xf — un,..., Xn — w,„), where the w,y are homogeneous ele-

ments of RG c SXRG, deg w,y = deg AT.

As a simple corollary we have

Lemma 1.1. Under the above assumptions the set Ass I = Ass/, Pc/I of the associ-

ated prime ideals is in a natural way isomorphic to the set of connected components

tt0Xg of the fixed set. Moreover, any P G Ass F I the defining ideal of H¿*(X), is of

the form P = ( Xf - w,,..., Xn - u„), u,■ g Rg, deg w, = deg A,,

Proof. The first statement follows from (i) of Theorem 1.3. Because H¿*(X) is a

free Ac-module, there is a bijection between the set AssP PG/I and the set

Asss-iP S'XPG/J, given by P -* S'XP, see e.g. Bourbaki, Algèbre Commutative,

Chapter IV, 1.2.

We remark that in the case considered in Theorem 1.3 it is not necessary to invert

the full set S = RG - {0} for obtaining an isomorphism of localized rings

S-XH*(X) = 51/F*(AG). This is a consequence of the fact that the Äc-module

H¿( X, XG) has a finite set Qj c RG of associated prime ideals which are all of the

form (2y = (w;), Uj g H2(BG), i.e., are principal ideals. See, for example, [12,

Theorem IV.6.]. Then it suffices to invert the element Xc = 11/w/ tnus §ettmg the

isomorphism

mix)
Xc

= H*(XG)
Xc
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The element Xc ls lnen an equivariant Euler class in the sense of torn Dieck [2]. In

the case G = 51 the equivariant Euler class Xc 's proportional to the first Chern

class of the universal principal bundle 51 -» Es -> Bs and can then be taken as the

multiplicative generator of H*(BG) = k[t]. It is a simple observation from com-

mutative algebra that a finitely generated RG-module M with S~lM = 0 vanishes

already after localizing in a finitely generated multiplicative set.

Lemma 1.2. Let X be a space satisfying the hypotheses of the localization

theorem. Let G = 51 and suppose G acts on X with finitely many orbit types. Let Kn =

k[t\/(t — 1) be the residue field of SpecRG in the point t = 1. Then the inclusion

Xe c A induces a not necessarily graded isomorphism of' K -algebras

H¿(X)®RcKv = H*(xG;Kv).

This lemma has also been proved by V. Puppe in [15] where it is shown that under

certain hypotheses the cohomology H*(F) of any fixed space component F is a

/c-algebra generated by at most n elements if H*(X) is generated by n elements. In

our language one could say that edim H*(F) < edim H*(X).

Proof. After the localization theorem the finitely generated Ac-module

H^(X, Xa) is a torsion module. Because it is graded, the only annihilating prime

ideal of H*(X, Xa) is given by Q = (t). So it follows that H*(X)[l/t] =

H¿¥(XG)[l/t]. Tensoring this isomorphism with k[t,t'x]/(t - 1) = Kv gives the

desired result. (Use the universal coefficient theorem!)

2. A special case. As a very important special case we consider spaces A whose

/c-cohomology H*(X) is generated by finitely many elements x,,...,x„ of degree

degx, = 2. Then again the ring Hg(X) is a free finitely generated i?c-module. The

long exact sequence of the couple (A, XG)G degenerates into the short exact

sequence

(*) 0 - H*(X) - H*(XG) -* H*(X, XG) -> 0,

in particular, H*(X, Xe) is zero in even dimensions. This follows from the

localization theorem because the image of a finitely generated torsion module in a

finitely generated free module must be zero.

Theorem 2.1. Let X be a space satisfying the hypotheses of the localization theorem

and assume H*( X) = /c[x,,..., xn]/I0, degx, = 2, / = 1,..., «. Let a torus G act on

X with finitely many orbit types, put Hg(X) = PG/I, PG = RG[ Xf,..., X„], then we

have

(i) The set Ass / of associated prime ideals of the ideal I is in a natural way

isomorphic to the set ir0XG of connected components of Xe. If Fj is a connected

component of Xa and s G F, then let the restriction homomorphism H*(X) -»

H*({s}) = RGbe given by X¡ -* w, , to, G RG. Then the prime ideal of I correspond-

ing to the component Fj is given by Pj = ( A, - w,7,..., A„ - tcnj).
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(ii) If I = Cljdlj is the reduced primary decomposition, then the sequence (*) is

given by the canonical exact sequence

0 -> PG/I -> n Pc/1/ -» coker -* °-
7'eA

Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem IV.l in [12]

and Lemma 1.1. For the second we observe that the homomorphism r: Hg(X) -*

H¿*(F), induced by the inclusion of a fixed space component F c A is given by

AT-> Yl + ui with Y, g//2(F), w,G/Tf2(/3c). It follows from the localization

isomorphism that the localized homomorphism Sxr: SXH¿(X) -» S~XH¿*(F) is an

epimorphism. The isomorphism S~XH¿*(F) = SXRG ®k H*(F) implies that

Yf,...,y„G H2(F) is a set of generators of the ^-algebra H*(F). This shows

r = r ®1: H*(X) ®Rc k -> Hg(F) ®Ra k = H*(F) to be an epimorphism. If C is

the cokernel of r, then C = C ®R k = 0. Because C is finitely generated, the

R c-module C must vanish by the lemma of Nakayama (or use the fact that a finitely

generated graded module C over a positive graded polynomial algebra R is zero iff

C = C ® R k is zero). Thus it follows that r is an epimorphism. Let i : Fj X BG a XG

be the inclusion induced by F; c A. It follows that /*: H¿*(X) -» HG(Fj) is an

epimorphism for all fixed space components F, y G A. In other terms, if is a

projection map /'*: Pc// -» PG/I¡ for an ideal I} c Pc with / c /.. Let {/,}yeA be

the family of ideals obtained in this way. We define the ideal /' as the intersection

of all L. It follows that Ici'. We have a commutative diagram

H£(X)      -       Y\H¿{Fj)
ye A

PÏ I   =

pc/i'     -    YlPc/ij
f /gA

Here the first horizontal arrow is induced by the inclusion of the fixed set, whereas p

is the obvious canonical map. The map p is the projection induced by / c /'. By the

injectivity of /'* it follows that /' c /, i.e., / = /'. So, p is an isomorphism and we

are done.

As a corollary we obtain

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a space as in Theorem 2.1. Let a torus G act on X in such a

way that H*( A, XG) # 0. Then XG consists of at least two components; in particular,

there exists a connected component F of Xa, such that the restriction homomorphism

Hg(X) -» Hg({q}) = RG, q G F, is nontrivial; i.e., the prime ideal P G Asslofthe

component F is given by P = ( Xx - w,,..., Xn - w„), u¡¡ ± 0 for at least one index i,

1 < i < it.

Proof. If there is one single component F = XG, then / is a primary ideal, so, by

Theorem 2.1 we have Hg(X) = PG/I = H*(F). But then it follows that H*(X) =

H*(F), the isomorphism induced by the inclusion. So it follows that H*(X, Xe) = 0,

a contradiction. Naturally, then two different prime ideals of / must be different, so

at least one of them is not of the form P = ( A,,..., A„).
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Next, we consider the behavior of the associated prime ideals of the Pc-module

H¿*( X) with respect to inclusions of subtori AT c G. Here and in the sequel we need

the following theorem

Theorem 2.2. Let G be a compact Lie group, X a G-space, K c G a subgroup. Let

p: RG —> Rk be the restriction map induced by the inclusion. If either RK is a free

module over RG or Hg(X) is a free module over RG, then the equivariant cohomology

//¿(A) of the induced K-action is given by H ¿(X) = Hg(X) ®R<RK.

Proof. We consider the following fiber square:

Xfc     ~*     XG

I I
BK     -     BG

The corresponding Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence has F2-term equal to E{q =

Tor^(H¿(X), RK).By hypothesis Ef = 0 for q * 0 and

£*,o _ Tm*»(H*(x),RK) = H*(X) ®R(RK.

So, the F2-term consists of one line and the spectral sequence degenerates at the

2-term. Because of E„ =» H*(XK) = H£(X) the result follows.

Let p: Pc -* PK be the homomorphism induced by p: RG -» RK. Then from the

above theorem, we get

Lemma 2.3. Let Hg(X) be a free RG-module, Hg(X) = PG/I, let the defining

ideal I be generated by the elements F,,..., Fm g PG. Then the equivariant cohomology

HK"(X) is given by HK'(X) = PK/J, where J is generated by the elements

p(Ff),...,p(FJ.

The proof is clear and shall be omitted.

If n c PG is an ideal write a]K for the ideal generated in PK by the elements

p(F), F g q. If, for example, Q c PG is an ideal of the form Q = (X{ - ux-, X„

- w„), co, G RG, then the ideal Q¡K in PK is given by Q}K = (Xf - p(w,),..., X„

-pK».
We consider the following algebraic situation: Let R be a local /c-algebra,

R/mR = k, and let 5 be a local /c-algebra 5/ws = k, assume 5 to be an integral

domain. Let PR = R[ Xf,..., Xn] be the polynomial algebra in n indeterminants. Let

p: R -» 5 be a surjective homomorphism of local rings. Let Ps = 5[ A,,..., A„] and

let p: PR -» Ps be the surjective homomorphism induced by p. If a c PR is an ideal,

denote by as c Ps the ideal generated by all elements p(F), F G a- We then have

Lemma 2.4. Let the situation be as above, assume I c PR to be an ideal such that

A = PR/I is a free R-module, let B = Ps/Is = A ®RS. Then B is a free S-module

and the associated prime ideals of Is are given by Ass Is = { Qs; Q G Ass / }.

Proof. Because A is a free Fc-module, it is Cohen-Macaulay. So, the ideal / is

unmixed, i.e., cannot have embedded components. Thus the associated prime ideals

of / are completely determined by the variety V(I) of / in SpecPR. It is clear that B
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is a free module over 5; moreover, we have V(IS) = V(I) n SpecPs. By the same

arguments the prime ideals of ls are determined by V(IS). If W' is an irreducible

component of V(IS), then there exists an irreducible component V of V(I) such

that W = K' n SpecPs. So, the prime ideal p' of H7' is of the form p' = ps for a

prime ideal p G Ass /.

As a corollary we obtain

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a torus which acts on a space X such that Hg( X) = PG/I is a

free RG-module. Let AT c G be a subtorus and write //£( A) = PK/J as in Lemma 2.3.

Then AssJ = {Q\K;Qe Ass/}.

Geometrically, this can be interpreted as follows.

Lemma 2.6. Let G be a torus which acts on a space Xsuch that Hg(X) = PG/I is a

free Rc-module. Let AT c G be a subtorus, let F and F' be connected components of

the fixed space Xa with the respective prime ideals Q and Q' in PG. Then F and F' are

contained in the same fixed component ofK iffQ\ K= Q'\ K.

This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1.1 and Lemma 2.5.

We now give a more geometric interpretation of the "roots" (Uf¡,...,u„j) G

(H2(BT))" = H2(BT,Q") of the associated prime ideals P, g Ass I, if H*(X) is

generated by elements of degree 2. Here we assume that the coefficient field k of

char/: = 0 is always given by Q. Let n = edim//*(A). Then H2(X) = Q". If a

compact connected Lie group G acts on A, the map /*: HG(X) -» H2(X) is an

epimorphism; in particular, HG(X) = H2(BG) ffi H2(X). (If G is semisimple,

H2(BG) = 0.) Consider the commutative diagram

H2(XG;Q)      '      H2(X;Q)

Jo î Î j

H2(XG;Z)      4     H2(X;Z)

where the vertical homomorphisms are induced by the inclusion Z c Q and the

horizontal maps are induced by the inclusion of the fiber. The elements in Im jG,

Im j, respectively, will be called integrally defined. Let 7/2(A;Q) = Qx1

© ■ • • ®Qx„. Then for every x, there exists an integral multiple n¡x¡ g H2(X; Q)

which is integrally defined. Because /* is surjective, there exist elements A,,..., A„

g H2(XG;Q) with t*(AT) = x¡. Moreover, if we replace the.x, by n,x¡, we can

choose the A, integrally defined too. In this way we can assume x, g H2(X; Z) and

A, g H2( XG; Z). Now, assume A to be a locally finite CW-complex and that G acts

on X in such a way that Ac has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Note that the

above assumption on XG is achieved, for example, if A is a smooth manifold and G

acts smoothly on A. We then have the isomorphism H2(X;Z) = [A, BTi], where

[ A,BT\] is the set of homotopy classes of continuous mappings /: A -> BTi. Let /,:

A -> BT, i' = 1,..., n, be maps in the homotopy class of x, respectively. Take /:

A -» BTi X • • ■ X BTi = BTn as the map / = /, X ■ ■ • x/„ and consider the bundle

£=/*£„, where |u = [T" -» Fr, -> 5r,}  is the universal principal  F"-bundle.
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Then the first Chern class of £ is given by the «-tuple c,(£) = (xls. ..,x„) G

H2(X;Z)". So, we see that c,(£) is in the image of (/£)": H2(XG;Z)" -> H2(X;Z)".

By Corollary 1.2 in [7] the G-action on A can be lifted to a left bundle action on £.

Let | = {T" -* y -» A} and consider the bundle £c = {F" -» EG X CY -> EG X G

A}. Then it follows from [7] (§4, "enumeration of liftings") that the lifting can be

chosen in such a way that c,(£c) = (A,,..., A„) g H2(XG; Z)". (In the case that G

is semisimple it is shown that a lifting of the G-action is essentially unique.) If

x g Xe is a fixed point, G acts on the fiber T" = T" by a homomorphism py.

G -* F", which follows from the properties of a lifting. Moreover, pY depends only

from the connected component F of XG in which x lies. If G is semisimple, this

homomorphism is trivial; so, if G = 5 X Z, 5 semisimple, Z a central torus, we

have 5 c kerp^.; i.e., px is defined by its restriction to Z. Then it is clear that px is

given by a diagonal matrix (g g G)

p.ï(g)=(c2"^.,...,e2^-.)(^)

where to, g H2(Bg; Z) = Hom(G, F1) s Hom(Z, F1). Let tx: EG Xc{x} c XG be

the inclusion, take the restriction rjx = / *£G. Then 17 v is a bundle of the form

Vx= {T"-EGXGT"^BG},

where G acts on T" by the above homomorphism. From the Borel-Hirzebruch

description of characteristic classes it follows that the first Chern class cx(t)x) is

given by the «-tuple (oo,,..., to„) g H2(Bt; Z"). So, by naturality, we obtain

/'*(Xf, . . . , A„) = (w,,. . ., to„). Now, assume G a torus, write H¿(X) =

Rc[Xf,..., Xn]/I. Then it follows from Theorem 2.1(i) that the associated prime

ideal P of the fixed space component F is given by P = (A, — to, ® z 1,..., Xn —

w„®zl).
We collect our results in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a locally finite CW-complex such that H*(X) is generated

as a graded Q-algebra by finitely many elements of degree two. Let G be a torus which

acts in such a way that XG has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Take a generator

system yx,...,yn of H*(X) and write H*( X) = RG[YV ..., Y„]/I such that the

"edge"-homomorphism is given by i*(Y¡) = y¡. Then there exist integral multiples

AT = m¡Y¡, x, = m, v, which are integrally defined. Moreover there exists a T"-prin-

cipal bundle £ on X with c,(£) = (xx,..., x„). The G action can be lifted in £ such that

C;(£c) = (Xf,..., Xn). Let F c XG be a connected component of the fixed space, take

x G F, let (to,,..., ío„) be the weights of the homomorphism py. G —> T" in the fiber

T" over x in £. Then the prime ideal P c RG[Yf,..., Yn] of the component F is given

byP = (Yx- o>x/mx ®1,...,Y„- un/m„ ® 1).

Thus we see that up to an integral factor the "roots" to,7 of a prime ideal

P g Ass I can be interpreted as weights of a local representation in a F "-principal

bundle £ which is intimately connected with the cohomology ring structure of X.
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3. The rank of a prime ideal and the torus symmetry degree. An ( w-ary) quadratic

form over a field A: is a polynomial Q in n variables over k, which is homogeneous

of degree two. It has the form

Q(Xf,...,x„)=   £  aux,xJŒk[xl.x„]
'•7 = 1

where it is no loss of generality to assume that the matrix MQ = (a,) is symmetric.

In matrix notation we have

Q(xf,...,x„) = (xf,...,xn)-MQ

¡Xf\

\x»l

= X' ■ MQ ■ X,

Let Q and Q' be n-ary quadratic forms. We say that Q is equivalent to Q' if there

exists an invertible matrix C g GL„(A:) such that Q(x) = Q'(Cx). This means that

there exists a nonsingular homogeneous linear substitution of the variables x,,..., x„,

which takes the form Q' of the form Q. Since

Q'(Cx) = (Cx)' ■ MQ, -(Cx) = X'(CMQ,c)x,

the equivalence condition Q(x) = Q'(Cx) stipulated above amounts to a matrix

equation

MQ= C ■ MQ, ■ C.

The following is fundamental in the theory of quadratic forms.

Theorem (Diagonalizability of quadratic forms). Let k be afield, char A: =£ 2,

let Q an n-ary quadratic form over k. Then Q is equivalent (over k) to a diagonal form

dfX2 + ■■■ +dnX2, dj<= k.

For a proof see e.g. the book of T. Y. Lam [13, p. 10]. If A is a space of g-type,

//*( A) = Q[x,,..., x„]//0, Q g I0 a definite quadratic form, then it follows from

the above theorem that we can choose new homogeneous generators x[,...,x'n oí

H*(X) such that Q takes a diagonal form. Moreover, the entries of the corre-

sponding matrix Mq are then all either positive or negative. So, we can assume that

Q has the form Q(xx,..., x„) = dxx\ + ■ ■ ■ + dnx2n, dj < 0. The following lemma is

fundamental for our considerations.

Lemma 3.1. Let k be a field, char/c # 2, let A0 = k[yx,..., y„]/I0 be a graded

k-algebra, deg V, = 2, i = 1,..., n. Let R = k\tx,..., tr\ be a positively graded poly-

nomial ring, deg i, = 0(2) and let A be a graded flat R-algebra such that A ® R k = A0.

If there exists a definite quadratic form Q in I0, then homogeneous generators

Xf,...,x„ of Aq and Xv..., Xn of A can be found such that

(i)Xi®Rl=xi.

(ii) Q is diagonal in the variables x¡.

(iii) If we write A = R[ A,,..., Xn]/I, then there exists an element Q — ß in I with

Q = Q(Xf,...,Xn)andßeR+,degQ = degß.

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume Q to be diagonal to the variables

x, = v,; i.e., Q(yx,..., y„) = dxy\ + • ■ ■ +d„y2. After Theorem 1.1 we can write

A = R[Yf,...,Y]/J, such that there exists a homogeneous element of the form
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Q(Yf,..., Yn) - r, r G R + R[Y], in J. By graduation reasons, r must take the form

r = £"_, \jYl + y, where the A,, y are homogeneous elements of F. After changing

the generators Y¡ in A, = JT, — \i/2di the linear terms in the Y¡ disappear and the

above expression takes the form Q( A,,..., Xn) - ß, where ß is given by ß =

L"=x (XyAd2) + y. Because we have Yi®Rl = y¡ = x¡ it follows that A,®„ 1 = x,.

If A is a space of q-type and a compact connected Lie group G acts on A, then

A0 = H*(X) and A = H¿*(X) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. (Recall that we

assumed chark = 0.) We call a presentation Hg(X) = RG[XX,..., A,,]// normal-

ized, if the generators A, and x, = A, ® 1 have the property of Lemma 3.1. It is

clear that the generators can be chosen as integrally defined.

Henceforth we shall always assume that the ground field is given by Q, the field of

rational numbers. Let A be a space and G a compact connected Lie group which

acts on A. Then the action is called cohomologically effective (c-effective) if

H*( X, Xs) ¥= 0 for every subtorus 5 c G with dim 5 > 0.

Lemma 3.2. Let X be a space of q-type, let G be a connected compact Lie group

which acts c-effectively on X. Let H*(X) = Pc/I be a normalized presentation and let

Q — ß G / be the element corresponding to the definite quadratic form Q g I0. Then ß

does not vanish. The same is true if G is a torus which acts on X such that

H*(X,XG)=t 0.

Proof. Let F c G be the maximal torus. Then by Theorem 2.2 we have

H£(X) = Hg(X) ®R RT. So, if J c PT is the ideal generated by the elements of I,

we have H£(X) = PT/J. Therefore we can consider Q - ß as an element of J. Now

by the hypothesis F acts such that H*(X, XT) + 0. Suppose ß = 0. Then V(I) c

V(Q) of varieties in SpecFr. Because Q is definite, V(Q) is the variety given by

A\ = A2 = • • • = X„ = 0; i.e., V(Q) = V(P), P = (Xlt..., X„). So it follows that

V(I) = V(P); i.e., I is p-primary. Then the fixed space XT must be connected. By

Lemma 2.1 it follows that H*(X, XT) = 0, a contradiction.

Definition 3.1. Let G be a torus, let P c PG = FC[A,,..., AJ a prime ideal,

P = (Xf — Uf,...,Xn- w„), t?, g H2(BG), then rk F is the rank of the matrix

w = (w„...,w„).

Lemma 3.3. Let X be a space of q-type, let G be a torus of rank G = m which acts

on X, let Hg(X) = Pc/I be a normalized presentation. Let Q - ß g / be the

elements considered above. If P G Ass/ is a prime ideal with P = (Xx — <o,,..., Xn

- to,,), then ß = Q( w,,..., u„). If G acts c-effectively, then rk F = rk G = m.

Proof. Because P is an associated prime ideal of /, we have Q - ß g F; i.e.,

ß = Q(ù3f,...,03„). Let V c LT be the Q-vector space of the rational points of the

real Lie algebra of T. Then Q ° to = Q(Uf,...,u„) is a quadratic form on V. Let

W c F be a subvector-space. Then there exists a subtorus 5 c G whose Lie algebra

L5 is spanned by W. If G acts c-effectively it follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 3.2 that

the restriction Q ° w | w does not vanish. This shows Q ° to to be a definite quadratic

form on V. But Q is definite, so the linear map w = (uu..., u„): V -* Q" must be

injective; i.e., rk to = rk F = rk G.
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As a corollary of the lemma we obtain

Theorem 3.1. Let X be a space of q-type. If a torus G acts c-effectively on A, then

rkG < edimH*(X).

Proof. The number of generators has not been affected by the choices we have

made. Thus we can assume n = edim H*( A). But rk to cannot be higher than n. So,

it follows that rk G = rk w < edim H*( A).

Denote by cdQ7 the Q-cohomology dimension of a connected space Y. If Y is

disconnected, let cdQY be the maximum of cdglT over all its connected compo-

nents, if it exists. If it does not exist, put cdQY = oo. If Y is a manifold, then

cdQy < dim Y. If y is a closed connected compact oriented manifold, then cdQy =

dim y

Theorem 3.2 (Theorem 1). Let X be a closed connected compact oriented manifold

of q-type. Then we have the inequality T,(X) < edim H*( X).

Proof. If a torus G acts effectively on A, then let 5 c G be a subtorus s.t.

H*(X, Xs) = 0. It follows that cdQA = cdgA"5. By the above remark this implies

dim A = dim Xs; i.e., 5 acts trivially and the action cannot be effective. This shows

that an effective action of G on A is also c-effective. By Theorem 3.1 it follows that

rkG < edim//*(A).

As an application to homogeneous spaces we obtain the following result.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group and let T c G be

a maximal torus. Then Tt(G/T) = rkG.

Proof. By the remarks made in the introduction X = G/T is a space of <?-type.

Then it satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. So, we have F,(A) < edim//*(A)

= rkG. Since F acts effectively on X by left translations, it follows that F,(A) =

rkG.

4. Smoothness, embedding dimension, and the cohomology of fixed spaces. The

existence of a definite quadratic form in the defining ideal of H*(X) can also be

used to get more information on the cohomology of the fixed space Xa of a torus

action. We begin with the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let k be a field, char k + 2. Let V be a vector space over k, dim V = ft.

Denote by 0 v= k[Xf,...,x„] the ring of regular functions on V and assume Q G @v

to be a definite quadratic form. Let ß G k — {0}, and consider the variety Y =

V(Q ~ ß) — SpecCK/((2 — ß). Then Y is smooth in every k-valuedpoint y G Y (if it

has one); i.e., edimc\ v = dimCy    = n — 1. Here 0Y,V 's the local ring of Y in y.

Proof. Let 0Y = @Y/(Q ~ ß)- Then the exact sequence in Matsumura (p. 187,

Theorem 58) gives us for the Kählerian module ilY[k

Ylk      (UfdXf+ ■■■ +«„<&„)'
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where to, = 3(2/9x,. By the Euler identity we have Q = ^IT,"=i^,w,. So it follows

from the definiteness of Q that the matrix w = (to,,..., to,,) has maximal rank; in

particular, the ideal (co,,...,w„) has the zero set V(uv..., u„) = {0}. Because of

ß =£ 0, it follows that 0 G y Let y g F be a /c-valued point with maximal ideal m.

Then («,,..., to,,) <t m. Consequently, there must exist an to , say co,, with to, g cT>K

- m. Therefore we obtain for the Kählerian module localized at m :

dXf + EJLjWj/wnáx,
"^vr^^iy::^-!^^

i.e., ßy,A is locally free around j> of rank n - 1. So, the cotangential space m/m2

has dimension n — 1, which is equal to the local dimension of Y in y; i.e., Y is

smooth in y.

Let A be a space of type q, and let G be a circle which acts on X. Then after

Lemma 1.2 we have for the fixed set Xa:

H*{xG;Kn) = H*(X)®R(Kr¡,

where AT is the residue field of RG = Q[i] in the point t = 1. If we write

H*( X) = PG/I, PG = RG[ Xf,..., XJ, then we have

H*(XG; Kv) = Kv[Xf.A„]//„,

where the ideal Iv is generated by the evaluations of the elements F g / at t = 1.

The A^-algebra H^(X) ®RcKr] is a semilocal algebra, all of whose residue fields are

isomorphic to K^ = Q. Obviously there is a natural bijection between the local

components of Hg(X) ®R Kv and the set of connected components tt0Xg of the

fixed space. If the equivariant cohomology has been written in a normalized form,

then there exists in / an element Q — ßt2, where Q is the definite quadratic form.

Its evaluation in t = 1 is given by Q — ß G / So we see that the zero-dimensional

variety V(Iri) is a closed subvariety of the ellipsoid Y = V(Q — ß) in

SpecFJA,,...,^,].

Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 2). Let X be a space of q-type, let G be a torus which acts

on X such that H *( X, XG) + 0. Then every connected component F of XG is a space of

q-type with edim H*(F) < edim H*(X).

Proof. As we have seen in Theorem 2.1, Hg(F) is a quotient of Hg(X). Then it

follows that H*(F) is a quotient of H*(X). Denote by <p: H*(X) -> H*(F) the

surjective homomorphism induced by the inclusion F c A. Let H*(X) =

Q[x,,..., x„]//0 and H*(F) = Q[yx_, ym]/IF. Then there exists a graded epi-

morphism O of the polynomial rings such that the following diagram commutes:

70     ^     Q[xf,...,x„]      -     H*(X)

I 1* i <p

If     -     Qbi,...,^]     -     H*(F)

By graduation reasons $ is given by linear polynomials; i.e., 4> is induced by a

linear inclusion Vm c W" of Q-vector spaces. Let QF = $(ô) G IF. Then QF is

simply the restriction 0^=01 vm. It follows that QF is also definite.
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It remains to prove the statement about the embedding dimension. Because G acts

on A with finitely many orbit types, there exists a circle G'cG with XG = Xe'.

Therefore we can assume that G is a circle. We write H*(X) = PG/I in a

normalized form. The ideal 1^ c ATJX,,..., A„] contains the element Q - ß, ß g

Kv - {0}. Let Z = Spec Ay A,,..., AJ/Z,, and let z g Z be the AT^-valued point

corresponding to the fixed space component F Then H*(F; K ) — @z>z- But

z g Y = Spec AT„[ A",,..., X„]/(Q - ß) and QZz is a quotient of <$Yz. Therefore it

follows that edim0Zi, < edim6\z. By Lemma 4.1 it follows that edimH*(F; AT,,)

< n — 1. Because n can be chosen as n = edim H*(X) and AT = Q this implies

edim/7*(F) < edim//*(A).

Observation. Let A be a space of g-type whh edim H*(X) = 1. Then A - Q 52.

Proof. We have H*(X) = Q[x]//0 with Q g l0 a definite quadratic form. Then

Q = d ■ x2, d # 0. Because Q[x] is a principal ideal domain this shows H*(X) =

Q[x]/(x2).

Theorem 4.2 (Theorem 3). Let X be a space of q-type with edim H*(X) = 2. If a

torus G acts on A with fixed space XG such that H*(X, XG) =t= 0, then

AC~Q52+ ••• +52 + isolated points.

Proof. If F is a connected component of XG then it follows from Theorem 4.1

that edim H*(F) < 1. If edim H*(F) = 1, then, by the above observation it follows

that F - QS2. If edim//*(F) = 0, then F ~ Q pt.

Observation. Let A be a space whose cohomology is generated as a Q-algebra

by finitely many elements of degree 2. Assume a torus G acts on A. Then the action

is c-effective iff cdQ As < cdQA for all sub tori 5 c G.

Proof. If G acts c-effectively on A, then 77*(AT, As) + 0 for any subtorus

5 c G, 5 # e. Let y be a connected component of Xs with cdQ Y = cdQ As. Then

the restriction map 77 *( A) -> 77*(y) induced by the inclusion ycA has a

nontrivial kernel J. Let t g 77*( A) be a top-dimensional element. Then / is in the

socle of the Q-algebra 77 *( A), so it follows by the properties of the socle that t g J.

Because the restriction map is surjective this shows cdQy < cd0 X; i.e., cdQ Xs <

cdQ A. If, conversely, cdQ Xs < cdQ A, then trivially, 77 *( A, As) # 0.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a space of q-type which is a Q-cohomology manifold. Let G

be a torus of rank G = k < n = edim 77*( A), which acts c-effectively on X. Then

edim 77*(F) < n — k for every connected component F of XG.

Proof. Let x ^ F and denote by S2^ = { + w¡; k¡} U {0; r} the topological weight

system of the action in the component F. (For these and similar concepts we refer to

the monograph of W. Y. Hsiang [12], in particular see Theorem (V.I').) If K c G is

a subtorus, denote by FX(K) the fixed space component of K which contains x.

Then the w¡ are precisely those corank-1-subtori with cdgF^H»,-) > cdQF. Let

N = TV,. Then it follows from the Borel formula (or the above-cited theorem (ii))

that cdQ Fv( N) = cdQ A. Because the action is assumed to be c-effective, this shows

N = e, using the last observation. So, it follows that there exist k weights Wf,...,wk

in the weight system with iv, n • • • Dwk = e. Let G- = wx n ■ • • ilw, 1 < j < k.
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Then again by Theorem (V.T) we have a chain of true inclusions of subspaces

F c Fx(Gf) c FX(G2) c ■■■ cFx(Gk_f)cFx(Gk)~QX.

Moreover, we have Fx(Gj) = Fx(GJ+f/Gf, Fx(G/ + l)) and cdQ F^Gj) < cdQ FX(GJ + x).

But then, by the last observation and Theorem 4.1 it follows that edim 77*(FX.(G;))

< edim H*(FX(GJ+X)), j = 0,...,k - 1, where we have put G0 = G. This implies

edim7/*(F)< n - k.

The following is a corollary of this fact.

Theorem 4.4. Let X be a space of q-type which is a Q-cohomology manifold,

n — edim 77*( A). Let G be a torus of rank k < n which acts c-effectively on X. Then

(i) If k = n — 1, the fixed space decomposes as Xa — Q52+ ■•• +52 + isolated

points.

(ii) Ifk = n,XG~Q isolated points.

Proof. If k = n — 1, then every component F of A6 has edim77*(F) < 1. By

the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we obtain F ~ Q 52 or F ~ Q pt.

If A: = n, then edim 77*(F) = 0; i.e., 77*(F)= Q or F ~ Q pt.

A little remark can also be made on the topological weight systems in the different

fixed space components if the acting torus G has the maximal possible rank; i.e.

rkG = edim 77*( A).

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a space of q-type which is a Q-cohomology manifold,

n = edim 77*( A). Let G be a torus of rkG = n which acts c-effectively on X. Let

x G F, Fa connected component of Xe, then the topological weight system Qx is given

by Çîx = { + w¡; 1} where the number of weights is equal to 7cdQ A.

Proof. Let w be a weight in fiv. By an analogous argument as in the proof of

Theorem 4.3 it follows that edim H*(Fx(w)) = 1. But then Fx(w) - Q S2 and the

multiplicity of the weight is equal to 2. By the Borel formula it follows that the

number of weights is equal to ?cdQ A.

5. Applications to the actions of semisimple and arbitrary compact Lie groups. If a

compact semisimple Lie group G acts on a space A, then the Weyl group WG =

NT/T acts in a natural way on the fixed space XT of the induced action of the

maximal torus T of G. This induces an action on the set tt0Xt of connected

components of AT. If A is a space whose Q-cohomolgy is generated as a Q-algebra

by even-dimensional elements, this action is reflected in an action on 77/(A) =

Hg( X) ®R RT. In particular, WG acts on Ass7r, the set of associated prime ideals

of the Frmodule Hf( A) = PT/IT. If F = ( A, - «,,..., X„ - «„) c PT is such a

prime ideal, w, G RT, then the action is given by P" = (A, - u°,..., A„ - u°),

a g WG. If A is a space of q-type, then it is easy to see that a normalized form of

Hg( X) gives rise to a normalized form of Hf(X) which is l^G-invariant.

Theorem 5.1. Let X be a space of q-type, let G be a compact semisimple Lie group

which acts c-effectively on A, and let T c G be a maximal torus of G. Then

WG = NT/T acts freely on tt0Xt.
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Proof. Assume H¿*(X) = PG/IG has been written in a normalized form. By

tensoring the presentation with RT over RG we obtain a normalized form of

Hf'(X) = PT/IT, where IT is the ideal generated by the elements of IG using the

canonical embedding PG c PT. By the above remark it suffices to consider the

action of WG on AssIT. Let F g Ass7r, F = (A, - w,,..., A„ - w„). Then the

isotropy subgroup IfG/, of the prime ideal F is given by WGP = {a g l^G; w, = to°,

; = 1.«} as one sees as follows: Let o G WG with P = P". Then, by graduation

reasons, we have

*,-<*,= tKj(Xj-aj),
7 = 1

with (\jj) G M(n,n;Q). Because there are no relations between the AT and the

generators of RG, it follows that
n

Xi= H ^uxj
7 = 1

and by the linear independence of the A, this implies A¡¡ = 0, i # j, \„ = 1 and

therefore w, = w", j = 1,..., «. Thus we have

i=i

where WGU is the isotropy group of <o, G H2(BT; Q) = HomQ(LF, Q) with respect

to the natural action of WG on the dual of the Lie algebra LT of F. Denote by AG

the root system of G, let a g AG be a (not necessarily positive) root and let 5a be

the reflection in the hyperplane 77a perpendicular to a. Then WGU is generated by

exactly those Sa with (a, «,) = 0, where ( , ) is the bilinear form induced by the

Killing form on the dual of LT. Now, the intersection of reflection groups is again a

reflection group. So WGP is generated as a reflection group by the 5a with

(a, to,) = 0 for all /',/' = 1,..., n. By Lemma 3.3 we have rk(co,,..., to,,) = rk F. But

the inner product ( , ) is nondegenerate. It follows that a root which is perpendicular

to all to, must vanish; i.e., WGP = 1. Therefore the group WG acts freely on Ass7r

and so it acts freely on it0Xt.

As a corollary we obtain the following divisibility condition.

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 4). Let X be a space of q-type, and let G be a semisimple

compact connected Lie group which acts c-effectively on X. Then the Euler number

X ( A ) of X is divided by the order \ WG \ of the Weyl group WG of G.

Proof. Denote by it = WG\tr0XT the discrete quotient of the w/G-action on

tt0Xt. We then have

XT= ^WG- Fj,

where Fy is a connected component of XT in the equivalence class of j. Because WG

acts freely on w0XT it follows that WG ■ F} = WG X F. Thus we have

X{XT) = \WG\WX(FJ)\
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The classical result x( A) = x( Ar) then gives

x(X)=\WG\-l LxiFj))-   Q.E.D.
7e"

An immediate corollary of Theorem 5.4 is the following nice observation which is

difficult to find in the literature although it is surely known. (Probably it is involved

in the work of Dynkin [3, 4].)

Observation. If G is a compact semisimple Lie group, 77 c G a closed con-

nected semisimple subgroup, then ll^GI = \WH\ ■ s, s a natural number.

Proof. Let A = G/T, F c G a maximal torus. If Z(77) is the center of 77, then

77' = H/Z(H) acts effectively on A by left translations. As in the proof of

Theorem 3.2 it follows that 77' acts c-effectivley on X. But A is a space of <?-type

with x(^0 = \WG\. Then the result follows from the above theorem together with

the fact that 1^77 = WH'.

Let A be a space of ¿Hype which is a locally finite Clf-complex. Assume that a

compact connected Lie group G acts on A in such a way that XG has the homotopy

type of a ClF-complex. Assume that the equivariant cohomology H*(X) has been

written in a normalized form with integrally defined generators. Let n = edim 77*( A)

and take a F "-principal bundle £ = [T" -» Y -> A) as in Theorem 2.2. Then the

G-action on A can be lifted to a left G-bundle action on £ such that the «-tuple

ex(Íc) = ( Xf,..., A„) g H2(XG; Z") is precisely the normalized generator set.

Lemma 5.1. Let the situation be as above. If G acts c-effectively on X then it acts on

Y with only finite isotropy groups.

Proof. Denote by p: Y -» X the projection in the fiber bundle ¿, let y g y and

assume that the isotropy group Gv has positive dimension, let 5 c G,° be a maximal

torus of the 1-connected component of Gy. It follows that dim 5 > 0. Let x = p(y).

Then, by the properties of a bundle action, the point x is left fixed by Gv and also

by 5. Then 5 acts on the fiber Tx = T" by a homomorphism py. S -* T". Let

H*(X) = PG/IG be a normalized presentation. After tensoring this with Rs over

RG we obtain a normalized form of 77S*(A) as 77s*(X) = Ps/Is using the isomor-

phism 7/s*(A) s 77<?(X) ®R Rs. Let F c Xs be the connected component with

x g F, and let F c Rs be the corresponding associated prime ideal. Then rk F =

rk 5, because 5 acts c-effectively. But by Theorem 2.2 we have rk Im pv = rk P. Thus

it follows that rklmpt = rk5; i.e., kerpx is a finite subgroup of 5. Now, 5 acts on

Fv by left translations induced by the homomorphism px. Moreover, the point

y g Fv is left fixed by 5. Therefore we conclude 5 c kerpA., i.e., 5 is a finite group.

Because 5 is connected we have 5=1. Then it follows that G° is trivial, i.e., Gv is a

finite group, a contradiction.

Now, we recall the definition of an F-space. A space A will be called an F-space

if both pseudo-dual rational homotopy ir*(X) and the rational cohomology 77*( A)

are finite-dimensional Q-vector spaces. If X is 1-connected this is equivalent to

dimQ77*(A) ®ZQ < oo and dimQ77*(A) < oo. If, for example, X = G/T, G a

compact Lie group, T c G a maximal torus, then  A is an F-space. If A is a
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1-connected space define the homotopy Euler characteristic xAX) of A as

X.W- Zv-l^'rk^A)®^.
7>2

The following theorem is due to Halperin.

Theorem (Halperin [6]). Let X be a 1-connected F-space. Then the following

statements are equivalent:

(i)X.(*) = 0.
(ii) x(A) > 0, 77*(A;Q) evenly graded.

(iii) 77*( A) = Q[x,,_*„]//, degx, = 0(2), where the ideal I is generated by a

maximal regular series {/,,..., /„} c (xv..., x„); i.e., H*( X) is a local artinian

positively graded complete intersection.

Thus it follows that the cohomology H*(X) of a 1-connected space A of fl-type

which is also an F-space is a complete intersection. The converse is also true. The

spaces considered in the above theorem are formal in the sense of rational homotopy

theory, i.e., the minimal model 3K(A) of such spaces is isomorphic as a differential

graded algebra to the minimal model älc(77*(A)) of the cohomology. The following

lemma is a very easy consequence of the Koszul resolution:

Lemma 5.2. Let A0 = Q[x,,..., x„]/70, 70 = (/lr...,/„), degx, = 0(2), where

{/i'--->/n} c (xv->xn) is a regular series of homogeneous elements. Then the

minimal model Wl(A0) ofA0 is given by the graded commutative differential algebra:

aRK) = Q[É1,...,Éj«QA(j81,...,A),

deg I, = degx,,   deg/3, = deg/T - 1,

with the differentiald(t,) = 0 andd(ßj) = ffa,..., É„).

If A' is a 1-connected space it follows from rational homotopy theory that the dual

rational homotopy group Homz(77+(A),Q) is isomorphic as a graded vector space

to the indecomposable quotient Tl(X)+/W(A)2. Let A be a space of type F and

let 2bf — l,...,2b — 1, 2a1,...,2ar be the positive integers occurring as the

degrees of a homogeneous basis of Homz(77+(A),Q). The integers bx,...,bq;

üf,...,ar will be called the ¿»-exponents and the a-exponents of A.

Example. If G is a compact Lie group then it has only ¿-exponents which are at

the same time the exponents of the corresponding Weyl group plus the exponents of

an eventual central torus. So the compact Lie group SU(«) has the ¿»-exponents

B = (2,3,...,«), a torus Fof rank r has ¿»-exponents B = (1,1,..., 1) (r-times).

Example. If A" is a 1-connected F-space whose Q-cohomology is evenly graded,

write 77*( A) = Q[x1?..., x„]/70, 70 = (fv..., /„), with degx, = 2a„ deg fj = 2£»,.

It follows from the above lemma that the a-exponents of A are A = (av..., an) and

the ¿»-exponents are B = (¿»,,..., ¿>„). If in addition A' is a space of g-type, the

a-exponents are given by A = (1,1,...,1) and the ¿»-exponents are given by B =

(bf,...,bn) with ¿>, = 2, corresponding to the quadratic form Q g 70.
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Lemma 5.3. Let X be a 1-connected F-space whose Q-cohomology is generated by

elements of degree two. Take integrally defined generators x,,..., x„ g 772( A) and

consider the corresponding T"-principal bundle ¿={F"->y—>A}. If B =

(bf,...,bn) are the b-exponents of A, then the b-exponents of Y are also given by B.

Moreover Y is an F-space without a-exponents. (In fact it is rationally homotopy

equivalent to a product of odd spheres S2hj~x, j = 1,..., n.)

Proof. Write 7f*(A") = Q[x1,...,x„]/(/1,...,/„). Then the minimal model

9?î( A) is given by

W(X) = QUf,...,^n]®QA(ßf,...,ßn),

where the £, are cycles with homology classes x,. Moreover we have d(ßA =

/T(£,,...,£„). The cohomology H*(T") of the fiber is a free graded commutative

algebra whose generators yx,..., y„ g Hx(T") are completely transgressive in | with

transgression r(y¡) = x¡. Then the «-fold Hirsch extension

&(Y) = W(X)®QA(r]l,...,Vn),

deg i), = 1, d(r¡¡) = £,, is a model of Y; see e.g. [17]. But &(Y) can be contracted to

the minimal model

W(Y) = A(ßf,...,ßn)

with degßj = degfj - 1 = 2¿>, - 1, d(ßj) = 0.
Definition 5.1 (see [5]). Let B = (¿»,, ...,bq), A = (a,,..., ar) be two finite

sequences of positive integers. We say that (B, A) satisfies A.C. (arithmetic condi-

tion) if for every subsequence A* of A of length s, 1 < s < r, there exist at least s

elements b/ of B of the form

bj=    E   Y/yo/.
U,G/I*

where the y,y are nonnegative integers.

Our next result can then be formulated as follows.

Theorem 5.3 (Theorem 5). Let X be a 1-connected q-space which is also an F-space

and assume X to be a locally finite CW-complex.  Let Bx = (b,,..., ¿>„) ¿»e the

b-exponents of X. Let G be a compact connected Lie group with b-exponents BG =

(Cf,..., cr). If G acts c-effectively on X in such a way that XG has the homotopy type of

a CW-complex then the pair of sequences B = Bx and A = BG satisfies A.C.

Proof. Take a F"-principal bundle £ on A as in Lemma 5.1 and lift the G-action

to a left G-bundle action on £ such that the «-tuple cy(£G) = (A"1;..., X„) G

772( XG; Z") is a normalized generator set of 77^( A). After Lemma 5.1 the Lie group

G acts then on the total space Y of £ with finite isotropy groups. By Lemma 5.3 the

¿»-exponents of Y are given by Bx = (¿>,,..., ¿>„) and it has no a-exponents. Then it

follows from Theorem 2 in [5] that the pair B = Bx and A = BG satisfies A.C.

As a corollary we obtain

Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 6). Let X be a 1-connected space of q-type which is also an

F-space and assume X to be a locally finite CW-complex. Let G be a compact

connected semisimple Lie group which acts c-effectively on X in such a way that XG has
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the homotopy type of a CW-complex. If T c G is a maximal torus then the Poincarë-

polynomial P(G/T; t) of G/T divides the Poincaré polynomial P( X; t) of X such that

the quotient P( X; t)/P(G/T; t) is a polynomial with nonnegative integral coefficients.

Proof. Because 77*(A) is a complete intersection, the Poincaré-polynomial of X

is given by

P(X;t)= fl(l + i2+ ••• +t2(».-X)),
7 = 1

where the ¿», j = 1,..., «, are the ¿»-exponents of A. Moreover, the Poincaré-poly-

nomial of G/T is given by

P(G/T;t)= n(l + t2+ ■■■ +Í2«'-1'),

where the c,, i = l,...,r, are the ¿»-exponents of G. By Theorem 5.3 the pair

Bx = (bv ..., bn), BG = (Cf,..., ck) satisfies A.C. Then the statement follows from

Proposition 3.1 in [5].

Theorem 5.5. Let X be a space of q-type. If a compact connected semisimple Lie

group G acts c-effectively on A, then there exists a surjective RG-algebra homomor-

phism rp: 77*( A) —> H*(G/T), where H*(G/T) = RT is the equivariant cohomology

of the natural G-action on G/T by left translations. In particular, there exists a

surjective homomorphism of graded Q-algebras <f>: 77*(A) -* H*(G/T).

Proof (see also [10]). We consider the following commutative diagram.

77C*(A)     ^     77r*(A)

w* î î wf

RG —*      R-p
PC.T

Here we have the isomorphism Hf(X) = Hg(X) ®R RT, as follows from Theorem

2.2. We observe that the choice of a fixed point q g Xt induces a section í in the

fibration XT —> BT as follows: If ¿» G BT choose an element e g Et which projects

to b. Then put j(¿>) = [e,q] g Et X TX. It follows ttt°s = idB ; i.e., i is a section.

In particular, we have s ° irf = idR . Define <jd as the composition <p = s* ° p*. We

then have the commutative triangle

H*(X)        -        RT

"■<* \ S p*-t

as can be shown by a simple diagram chasing argument. In other terms <p is a graded

Fc-algebra homomorphism. We show that <p is indeed an epimorphism. Let the

equivariant cohomology Hg(X) be given in the normalized form H¿(X) = PG/I,

and let J c PT be the ideal generated by 7 in the ring PT using the canonical

injection PG c PT. Let F be the fixed space component of T containing q. Let
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P = (Xf — o¡f_, A„ - ío„) c PT be the corresponding prime ideal.  Then  s*:

77/(A) -» RT  is given by s*(X¡) = «,. Here  AT g 77/(A) is the projection of

A, g PT down to Hf(X). It follows that tp is given by rp( A,) = co„ i = 1_, «. By

Lemma 3.3 rk(w,,..., u„) = rkT, so rp must be an epimorphism. Tensoring the

homomorphism <p over RG with Q gives an epimorphism <p: 77*( A) -> H*(G/T).

As a corollary we obtain

Theorem 5.6. Let X be a space of q-type. If a compact connected semisimple Lie

group G acts c-effectively on X then cdQ G/T < cdQ A.

The proof is clear and shall be omitted.

Theorem 5.7. Let X be a space of q-type. If a compact connected semisimple Lie

group G acts c-effectively on X then the fixed space XG is always empty.

Proof. If Xe is nonempty, pick a connected component A^ of Xa. Then XG is

contained in a connected component F of XT where F is a maximal torus of G.

Now x G XG is fixed by NT, the normalizer of F in G. By continuity reasons it

follows that [F] g it0Xt is fixed by WG = NT/T which is not possible by Theorem

5.1.

Theorem 5.8. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 the isotropy group Gx c G of a

point x G A is always the extension of a finite group K with a torus.

This follows immediately from Theorem 5.7.

We can sharpen the result of Theorem 5.7 as follows.

Theorem 5.9. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 the isotropy groups Gxc G of

points x G XT are always maximal tori; in particular, they are connected.

Proof. Let x g XT and Gx be its isotropy group. Then the 1-connected compo-

nent G° is equal to T. By continuity reasons the finite group AT = Gx/Gx acts on the

connected component F of XT containing x. But Gx = T is normal in Gx, so AT

must be a subgroup of WG. But then, by Theorem 5.1 again, AT must be the trivial

subgroup.

Let XiT) c A be the set of all points in A whose isotropy group Gx has maximal

rank. Then X(T) is a closed G-invariant subset of A.

Theorem 5.10. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.7 the set X(T) is a disjoint union

of spaces Fj X G/T, where Fj is a connected component of XT and j runs through

WG\tt0Xt.

Proof. This follows from the fact that the action of a connected semisimple Lie

group G with only connected isotropy groups of maximal rank on a connected space

y is completely determined by the WG-action on YT (see [8]).

We come now to the application of our results to G-actions on homogeneous

spaces K/TK, where F is a semisimple compact Lie group and TKc K its maximal

torus.
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Theorem 5.11. Let G be a semisimple compact Lie group, and let X be a compact

connected closed oriented manifold which is a space of q-type. Moreover assume

X(X) = \WG\. If G acts effectively on A, then X = G/T and G acts on X by left

translations.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2 it follows that G acts c-effectively. By

Theorem 5.5 there exists a surjective graded ring homomorphism tp: 77*(A)^>

77*(G/T) which in this case must be an isomorphism. So it follows that cdQ A =

cd QG/F. But A and G/T are compact closed connected oriented manifolds. Thus it

follows that dim A = dim G/T. By Theorem 5.9 there exists an orbit G(x) = G/T

in A. So we have A = G/T and G acts on A by left translations up to conjugation.

Theorem 5.12 (Theorem 7). Let X be a space of q-type. If a compact connected

semisimple Lie group G acts c-effectively on X then dimG < cdQ A + edim 77*( A).

Proof. If a compact semisimple Lie group G acts c-effectively on A, then, by

Theorem 5.6 cdQG/F < cdQA. This gives dimG/F<cdQA. By Theorem 3.1

rkG < edim77*(A). SodimG < cdQA+ edim77*(A).

Theorem 5.13 (Theorem 8). 7/A is a compact connected closed oriented manifold

of q-type, then Ntss(X) < dim A + edim 77*( A).

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.2 it has been shown that an effective action of

G on A is also c-effective. (The argument used is also valid for an arbitrary compact

Lie group.) Then the result follows from Theorem 5.12.

Theorem 5.14 (Theorem 9). Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group, T c G a

maximal torus, and let X = G/T. Then N,(X) = Nfs(X) = dimG. Moreover, if a

compact Lie group K with dim AT = dimG acts effectively on X, then X is locally

isomorphic to G and K acts on X by left translations up to conjugation.

Proof. By Theorem 5.13 we have Nfs(X) < dimG; because G acts effectively on

A by left translations, we get Nfs(X) = dimG. Suppose a compact Lie group

K = S X Z, S semisimple, Z a central torus, acts effectively on A. Then it acts

c-effectively and we have

dim5 - rk5 < dimG - rkG    (Theorem 5.6),

rk5 + rkZ < rkG (Theorem 3.1).

But dim K = dim 5 + rk Z, so the addition of both inequalities gives dim K < dimG.

So N,(X) = A,SS(A) = dimG. Now assume dim AT = dimG. If dim5 - rk5 <

dimG - rkG, it follows by the second inequality that dim F = dim 5 + rkZ <

dimG, a contradiction. So we have dim5 - rk5 = dimG - rkG; i.e., dimS/Ts =

dim G/T, where Ts c 5 is a maximal torus of 5. Let rp: 5 X X -* A be the induced

action. By Theorem 5.9 the space A contains an orbit 5(A) = S/Ts. It follows that

A = G/T = S/Ts. But then we have rk G = rk S and by Theorem 3.1 it follows that

rk Z = 0; i.e., K = S is semisimple. Thus K acts on A by left translations. It is an

easy exercise to show that G/T = S/Ts implies that G is locally isomorphic to 5.

(Hint: Use the lifting theorem of Hattori and Yoshida and show that the lifted

5-action on G is almost free.)
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6. Lie groups which cannot act on a given manifold. In this section we wish to

exploit the divisibility condition of Theorem 5.2 a bit more. This theorem gives very

strong restrictions for the possible semisimple Lie groups which can act on a space A

of a-type. The orders of Weyl groups of simple Lie groups are given in the following

table

SU(«) (« + 1)! « > 2

Spin(2« + 1)2"«! n>2

Sp(«) 2"«! « > 2

Spin(2«) 2""1«! « > 3

G2 22 • 3

F4 27 • 32

F6 27 • 34 • 5

E1 210 ■ 34 • 5 • 7

F8 214 • 35 ■ 52 ■ 7

Let A be a closed compact 1-connected manifold of a-type such that 77*(A) is a

complete intersection. If we write

7/*(A) = Q[x1,...,x„]/(/1,...,/„)

with degx, = 2, degf} = 2bj, then

X(X)= f[b,,   cdQA=2   ¿¿»,-
7=1 \/=l

as follows from the formulas in [5, 2]. Due to the existence of a quadratic form Q in

the defining ideal 70 = (/,,...,/„) there must be at least one f., say /,, with

deg/, = degQ = 4. So it follows that x(^0 — 0(2). This implies that the groups

G = Spin(3) or G = SO(3) can never be excluded as possible acting groups by

Theorem 5.2. Let us give an example. Take c = 500,000,000,000 = 5 • 10u. (In

marks this corresponds to the contemporary German national debt, December

1984.) Then c has the prime number decomposition c = 211 • 512. If A is a manifold

as above ( = g-manifold) with x( A) = c and a compact semisimple Lie group G acts

effectively on A, then \WG\ divides 2U512. By the Table it is quite easy to see that

then G must be locally isomorphic to Spin(3)', 1 < / < 11. The highest possible

dimension a g-manifold A with x( A) = c can have is given by dim A = c. This is

the case when 77 *( A) has embedding dimension equal to 2; i.e.,

77*(A) = Q[x,v]/(/1,/2),

deg/, = 4, deg/2 = c. So, in this case the rank of the acting group is restricted by

rk G ig 2. Then the highest dimensional compact Lie group G which cannot be

excluded is locally isomorphic to Spin(3) X Spin(3); i.e., N,(X) < 6. The opposite

case, i.e., when A has the lowest possible dimension, is represented by a cohomology

ring of the form

77*(A) = Q[*1,...,x23l/(/i,...,/ii,gi,...,gi2),
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where deg/T = 4, deggA = 10. The corresponding cohomology dimension is then

cdQA = dim X = 118. The rank of a torus F which acts effectively on A is

restricted by rk F < 23. The highest dimensional compact Lie group G which can

possibly act on A is locally isomorphic to Spin(3)u X F12; i.e., N,(X) < 45. Thus

we see that although the very high Euler number c there is not much room for

actions. (Perhaps one should wait until the national debt has reached the order of

the next possible Weyl group!) The following estimation of the semisimple symmetry

degree of g-manifolds is surely much stronger then the upper bound given in

Theorems 5.12 and 5.13. Nevertheless it is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.2. We

define a number theoretical function 0: N -» N as

$(«) = max {dimG; G compact semisimple, |WG|/ft}.

Then we have

Theorem 6.1 (Theorem 10). 7/A is a compact connected closed oriented manifold

of q-type, then 7V,SS( A) < 0(x(A)).

If n is an even positive integer such that n # 0(4) and « # 0(6) then $(«) =

dim Spin(3) = 3. Thus we obtain

Theorem 6.2. If X is a compact connected closed oriented manifold of q-type with

X(X) & 0(4) and x(X) £ 0(6), then Nfs(X) < 3. 7/a compact connectedsemisim-

ple Lie group G acts effectively on X then G is locally isomorphic to Spin(3).

It would be interesting to know whether a compact Lie group G which cannot be

excluded by Theorem 5.2 does indeed act on a space of g-type with the prescribed

Euler number. This would include constructions of a wide range of G-actions on

such spaces, a plan which goes beyond the scope of this paper. Nonetheless we prove

the following preliminary result.

Theorem 6.3. Let c = 2m be an even positive integer. Then there exists a finite

CW-complex X of q-type, x( A) = c, with a cellular Spin(3)-acf;o« which is effective.

Proof. Consider the graded Q-algebra

A0 = Q[x,y]/(ff,f2),       degx = deg.v = 2,

ff= x2 + y2, f2 = x"yh, a + b = m, a > 0, ¿» > 0. Then A0 is a complete intersec-

tion algebra with dimQA0 = 2(a + b) = c. We construct a finite CW-complex A,

77 *( A) = A0, with a nontrivial Spin(3)-action on it. We have

H*(BSpm0))^Q[s]cQ[t]^H*(BT¡)

where the inclusion is given by s -> t2. Now, we construct a graded flat Q[^]-algebra

A with A ®Qis]Q = A0. Later this will be the equivariant cohomology ring

77s*in(3)( A). Write G = Spin(3), take PG = RG[x, y] and consider the ideal 7 c Pc

generated by the homogeneous elements F, = x2 + y2 - s and F2 = F which is
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given as follows

ß

F = Il O2 - <*fs)    U{y2- ¡¿¡s), iia = 2ct,b= 2/3,
,=1 y-i

ß

F = x ■ fi O2 - ">,2s) • Il [y1 - a?)< il a = 2a + l,b = 2ß,
; = 1 y = l

^= n(^2-",2-s)->" n(v2- X2s), if a = 2a, b = 2/3 + 1,
f-l 7=1

a 0

F = x • n(^2-",25)-J" nij'2-^*).    if a = 2a + 1, ¿» = 2/3 + 1.
Í-1 7=1

Here the «,, A7 are rational numbers such that yl — to,2 and Jl — X2 are again

rational and such that w2 + A2 # 1 for all pairs (/, j). (There are enough pythagorean

numbers.) If A = PG/I, then clearly, ^ ®Q|s] Q = A0. We consider the ideals 70,

y0, /,-, î = 1,..., a, Jj, j = 1,..., /3, with

70=(x2 +v2-i,x),        70=(x2+j2-i, v),

/,. = (x2+j2-i,x2- w2i),        /7= (x2 + y2 - s,y2 - X)s).

We then have the primary decompositions

o ß

i= n/.-n rv,.
'=1 7=1

7 = 70 n n /, n n ■>,,
f-1 7=1

a /?

7 = n I,■ n /„ n n •>,>
'=1 7=1

ß

/ = /0nn/fn;„nn /,,
1=1 7=1

depending on the four possibilities above. We have then natural exact sequences of

the following kind (here we write it down only for the first case)

a ß

(*) o - Fc/7 - fi PG/I, © Il Pc/Jj - C - 0.
1=1 7=1

The cokernel C is a finitely generated Fc-torsion module; thus it follows that C is a

finite dimensional graded Q-vector space. This follows from the fact that RG = Q[s]

is a principal ideal domain. We consider the different summands in the middle term.

These are the rings PG/I0, PG/A> Pc/^o an^ Pc/Jj- The rm§ Pc/^o ls isomorphic to
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the ring RG[y]/(y2 - s). But this is indeed the equivariant cohomology of the

natural Spin(3)-action on the 2-sphere; i.e.,

PG/I0=H*(S2).

The same holds for the ring PG/J0. We claim that PG/I, is isomorphic to the

equivariant cohomology Hg(S2 X 52), where G = Spin(3) acts on 52 X 52 by the

natural diagonal action. It is easy to see that we have the following identities:

Pc/7, = RG[x, y]/{x2 +y2-s,x2- ccjs)

= RG[x,y]/{x2-o:2s,y2-(l-U2)s)

= RG[x,y]/(x2-s,y2-s),

where the last isomorphism is given by x -» w,x, y -» y 1 - u2y . But the last ring is

indeed isomorphic to H¿*(S2 X S2). Then we begin the construction of the Spin(3)-

complex as follows: We take a + ß copies of 52 X 52 with diagonal Spin(3)-action

and add one or two 2-spheres with Spin(3)-action. The disjoint union of these

G-spaces will be called Y. Then H¿*(Y) is the middle term in the above exact

sequence. Now, YG = EG X GY is a formal space in the sense of rational homotopy

theory. Along the same lines as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [16] we can adjoin

free G-cells G X eN to Y following the pattern of the Fc-module C. The resulting

space A is a G-space with 77^(A) = Fc/7 = A. Thus it follows 77*(A) = A0. In

particular, the sequence

0 ^77C*(A) -> 77c*(y)^77(i + 1(A,y) -» 0

is exact and coincides with (*). We remark that the fixed point set As of the

induced 5 ^action is equal to Ys and is therefore a union of isolated points.
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